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Compulocks Universal Tablet Magnetic Glass Mount Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: 201MGLVHBMM01

Product name : Universal Tablet Magnetic Glass Mount
Black

- Recommended coiled cable lock
- T-bar lock slot
- Optional Security Edge Case
- Universal tablet wall mount
- 100x100 VESA mount
- Cable management
- Easily switch between portrait and landscape modes
Magnetic Wall Mount, 100 x 100 VESA
Compulocks Universal Tablet Magnetic Glass Mount Black. Mobile device type: Tablet/UMPC, Type:
Passive holder, Proper use: Indoor, Product colour: Black

Design

Type * Passive holder
Mobile device type * Tablet/UMPC
Proper use * Indoor
Device mount type * Mechanical & magnetic mount
Product colour * Black
Orientation Horizontal/Vertical

Design

Compatibility

All iPads Samsung Galaxy Tab A and
S models; Microsoft Surface Pro and
Go tablets. Amazon Fire 8 and
Amazon Fire 10 (HD) tablets Other
Amazon Fire models Acer tablets
Asus tablets Huawei tablets Lenovo
tablets Xiaomi Pads Other tablet
brands and models

Ergonomics

VESA mounting
Maximum VESA mount 100 x 100 mm
Cable management

Weight & dimensions

Weight 250 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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